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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of ions on the dynamic vacuum of a particle
accelerator dates back to 1973 where a so-called ion-
induced vacuum instability was first observed in the
Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) at CERN [1]. The circu-
lating proton beam ionized residual gas molecules, which
were accelerated by the beam potential, bombarded the
vacuum chamber walls and released gas adsorbed on the
surface. Above a critical beam current the vacuum system
became unstable and limited the ISR beam intensity. It was
found that the ion-desorption yield strongly depended on
the cleanliness of the vacuum chamber walls. A combina-
tion of increased pumping speed, improved bakeouts, spe-
cial vacuum chamber surface treatments, including argon
glow-discharge cleaning, coatings (gold, silver, titanium),
and oxidation, helped to stabilize the ISR vacuum system
[2]. A different type of vacuum instability, induced by the
loss of heavy ions, was first observed in 1997 during Pb54þ
accumulation and cooling tests in the Low Energy
Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN [3]. A dynamic beam-
induced pressure rise limited the beam lifetime and the
intensity in LEAR. The vacuum degradation was not
understood at that time. Similar observations were reported
in 1998 from the Alternate Gradient Synchrotron (AGS)
Booster in Brookhaven (BNL) where lost Au31þ ions
produced significant local pressure bumps [4,5]. In 2001
a vacuum pressure increase was observed during a high-
intensity U28þ run in the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS 18 at
GSI [6]. It was found that the beam lifetime was no longer
independent of the injected ion current and that injection
losses, either at the vacuum chamber wall or at aperture
limiting devices, were responsible for large pressure ex-

cursions [6,7]. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC)
at BNL started operation in 2000; since 2001 dynamic
pressure rises were observed that limited the intensity of
the Au79þ beam [8]. Although molecular desorption from
beam losses was initially suspected to contribute signifi-
cantly to the observed dynamic pressure rises in RHIC, it
was later concluded that all pressure rises relevant for the
accelerator operation are caused by the electron cloud
effect [9]. Ion beam-induced pressure rises may also limit
the performance of future high-intensity heavy-ion linear
accelerators which could be used as drivers for heavy-ion
inertial fusion [10]. A High-Current Experiment (HCX)
was performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) to study the transport dynamics of a
rather low-energy but high-intensity Kþ ion beam and gas
desorption coefficients were reported in 2004 [11].
Today, the observed ion-impact induced molecular de-

sorption is still a serious problem especially for accelera-
tors which operate with intermediate charge state heavy-
ion beams. These not fully stripped ions can change their
charge state due to interaction with the residual gas. The
charge-exchanged ions then follow a different trajectory
which finally results in beam loss onto the vacuum cham-
ber walls. This ion bombardment, which often happens
under grazing angle impact, increases the dynamic pres-
sure and causes further ion losses, which can lead to
avalanchelike dynamic pressure rises often limiting the
performance of the accelerator. In contrast to the low-
energy ion-desorption coefficients measured at the ISR,
several orders of magnitude larger desorption yields
were reported from different accelerator laboratories
worldwide [12].
The objective of this paper is to review desorption ex-

periments with heavy-ion accelerators, in particular to
summarize experimental setups and methods, beam types,*Edgar.Mahner@cern.ch
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and targets used. Afterwards, examples for pressure rise
measurements and surface characterizations are presented,
the ion-impact angle, charge state, and energy dependence
on the measured desorption yield as well as some mitiga-
tion techniques for particle accelerators are reviewed.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Motivation for desorption experiments

As already indicated above, the motivation to study the
molecular desorption induced by heavy ions has been
triggered about one decade ago by the observation of
dynamic vacuum effects in heavy-ion accelerators strongly
affecting the machine operation; this includes, for ex-
ample, very strong pressure rises, limited beam intensities,
and reduced beam lifetimes.

More specifically, in preparation of the heavy-ion phys-
ics with the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN, an
upgrade of the ion injector chain was required where the
LEAR machine had to be converted into a Low Energy Ion
Ring (LEIR). In order to obtain the demanding average
dynamic pressure of 3� 10�12 Torr, required around the
LEIR ring to satisfy the requested beam lifetime [13],
beam-loss induced molecular desorption was intensively
studied at CERN’s Heavy Ion Accelerator (LINAC 3) since
late 2000. The experiments mainly aimed to quantify the
desorption yields for 4:2 MeV=u lead ions and to find
pragmatic solutions to overcome this potential limitation
for the LEIR vacuum system. The LEIR vacuum require-
ments, design, and challenges are described elsewhere
[14]. At GSI, the FAIR project [15] is designed to deliver
heavy-ion beams with an increased intensity ( � 103 for
primary and � 104 for secondary beams) compared to the
existing GSI accelerator facilities. Beam-loss and ion-
induced desorption are a serious intensity limitation in
SIS 18 [16–19], which is part of the FAIR injector chain.
Therefore, experiments at GSI were mainly motivated by
the operation and necessary upgrade of SIS 18 and the
construction of FAIR. At BNL most of the experimental
studies were performed due to operational problems first
observed in the AGS Booster [4,5] and later in RHIC
[8,20–23], which also triggered machine upgrades by the
installation of getter coated beam pipes [24], and the study

of antigrazing rings [25] in RHIC. Measurements at LBNL
[11] and TSL [26] could be characterized as development
work for future projects, either for heavy-ion drivers or
synchrotrons.

B. Experimental setups, targets, and test stands

The experimental setups used in the different laborato-
ries can be classified in two types: first, purpose-built
experiments that have been installed at accelerator beam
lines like LINAC 3 [27–31] and SPS [32] at CERN, HLI
[33,34] and HHT [35,36] at GSI, TSL [26] at Uppsala,
HCX at LBNL and STS-500 at LLNL [37], and Tandem
[38] at BNL; second, studies at synchrotrons either during
normal machine operation or machine developments, for
example LEAR [3] at CERN, SIS 18 [6,39,40] at GSI, AGS
Booster [4,5], and RHIC [23] at BNL. Ion-desorption
machine studies with synchrotrons are described in detail
in the literature; here we focus on dedicated setups used at
beam lines.
Basically, two different target types have been chosen

for beam line desorption studies, either accelerator-type
vacuum chamber bombarded with heavy ions under graz-
ing impact angles (LINAC 3, Tandem), or small-sized flat
samples, including ultrahigh-vacuum ConflatTM flanges,
irradiated either under perpendicular impact (HLI, HHT,
TSL) or under grazing angles (SPS, HCX, STS-500).
Typical examples are shown in Fig. 1, where the layout
of the CERN and GSI test stands are sketched. Both experi-
ments can be separated from the accelerators by sector
valves to allow target changes and vacuum conditioning
without affecting the machine operation. The experiments
are bakable to measure ion desorption under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions using standard UHV instrumen-
tation like Bayard-Alpert (BAG) and extractor gauges and
residual gas analyzers (RGA).

C. Experimental methods

The measurement techniques used are described in de-
tail elsewhere [30,35,41]. In most cases the determination
of the desorption yields is based on measuring the pressure
rise either during continuous heavy-ion bombardment or
with single shots. The single shot technique, first applied

FIG. 1. (Color) Experimental setups used for heavy-ion-induced desorption studies at the CERN Heavy Ion Accelerator LINAC 3
(left) and in the HHT cave of SIS 18 at GSI (right) [30,35].
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for heavy ions at CERN, has the advantage that ion-
induced surface modifications can be minimized while
with the continuous bombardment the cleaning effect,
often called beam scrubbing, can be investigated. Briefly,
the effective ion-induced desorption yield �eff

(molecules=ion) is given by the conductance method, i.e.,

�eff ¼ �P� S
_N � kB � T

¼ G� �P� S
_N

; (1)

where �P is the partial pressure increase in the test cham-
ber under ion bombardment, S is the pumping speed in ‘=s,
_N is the number of impacting ions per second, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature (300 K), andG is
a constant, which converts gas quantities into number of
molecules. Formula (1) has been widely used to determine
desorption yields. In addition, the effective desorption
yields �eff;ss can be measured using single shots of heavy

ions:

�eff;ss ¼ �P� V

N � kB � T
¼ G��P� V

N
; (2)

where �P is the partial pressure increase in the test cham-
ber after one shot, V is the test volume, andN is the number
of impacting ions. Apart from LINAC 3 experiments, this

technique has been much less used in other laboratories.
Pressure rise measurements of both types can be found in
the literature [30,42].

D. Ion beams, energies, and target materials

Desorption measurements with heavy ions in the energy
range of� 1 MeV=u to� 100 GeV=u depend on existing
accelerators which have in general not much flexibility in
changing the type, energy, and charge state of the ions.
Therefore, a large variety of beams have been used in
different laboratories, which are summarized in Table I.
One finds that most of the used projectiles are not fully

stripped, except for the high-energy ion beams of the SPS
and RHIC accelerators. The beam energies are either
around the Bragg peak or very much above; only the
potassium beam energy is well below the Bragg peak.
For the projectile impact angles there are two families of
experiments, either grazing impact angles as they occur
after charge-changing processes in an accelerator or per-
pendicular impact. There is also a large variation in studied
target materials but with a focus on stainless steel, which is
one of the most common vacuum chamber materials for the
construction of UHV systems. In addition, many different
surface treatments like glow discharges, chemical polish-
ing and electropolishing, high-temperature vacuum firing

TABLE I. Overview of heavy-ion-induced desorption experiments at particle accelerators worldwide. The different types of ions,
charge states, energies, impact angles, and target materials are compared between the different laboratories. Desorption experiments
were performed between 1998 and 2008.

Projectile Ion energy Impact angle Target material,

Stainless steel ¼ ss
Lab-Accelerator Reference

Au31þ 1 MeV=u Grazing Stainless steel BNL-AGS [4,5]

Au79þ 8:9 GeV=u Grazing Stainless steel BNL-RHIC [22]

Au79þ 9 GeV=u Perpendicular Stainless steel [23]

Cu29þ 10 GeV=u Perpendicular Stainless steel

pþ 23 GeV Perpendicular Stainless steel

Pb53þ=Pb27þ 4:2 MeV=u Grazing and

perpendicular

ss (316LN, 304 L)

Au, Ag, Pd, TiZrV=ss (316LN)
Cu, Al, Mo, Si=ss (316LN)

CERN-LINAC 3 [30,31]

In49þ 158 GeV=u Grazing ss (316LN), graphite,

Cu=graphite, TiZrV=graphite
CERN-SPS [32,43]

C2þ, Cr7þ 1:4 MeV=u Perpendicular ss (304 L, 316LN), GSI-HLI [33,44]

Pb27þ, Zn10þ Cu, Si, Al

Xe18þ���21þ 19� (ERDA) ss (304 L, 316LN),

Cu, Au=316 LN, Au=Cu, Rh=Cu
[45]

U28þ 8:9 MeV=u Grazing ss (316LN) GSI-SIS 18 [7]

U73þ 15, 40, 100 MeV=u Perpendicular ss (316LN, P 506) GSI-HHT [36]

Ar10þ 40, 80, 100 MeV=u ss (316LN), Cu, Al [46]

Kþ 0:002–0:025 MeV=u Grazing Stainless steel LBNL-HCX

LLNL-STS500

[37,41]

Ar8þ=Ar9þ=Ar12þ 5, 9.7, 17:7 MeV=u Perpendicular ss (316LN), Cu, Ta Uppsala-TSL [47]
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at 950�C, in situ bakeouts up to 400�C, and several coat-
ings (noble metals and getters) of stainless steel have been
tested for desorption at CERN.

III. RESULTS

A. Pressure rise measurements

A typical example for a summary of various pressure
rise measurements is shown in Fig. 2. Lead ions with an
energy of 4:2 MeV=u bombarding differently prepared
accelerator-type vacuum chambers under � ¼ 89:2� graz-
ing incidence angle had been used [30,31]. Figure 2 illus-
trates that the heavy-ion-induced desorption yield depends
very critically on the upper surface properties of the tar-
gets, which was not a surprise after the observation made in
the ISR. The strong influence of the stainless steel surface
properties and the effect of noble metal and getter coatings
are clearly visible. The oxide layer thickness and the
quantity of adsorbed molecules, especially carbon and
oxygen, had been suspected [30] to play an important
role for the molecular desorption of heavy ions and moti-
vated our measurements with Au, Ag, Pd coated stainless
steel chambers as well as the investigations of nonevapor-
able getter (NEG) TiZrV coatings. A detailed description
of the surface preparations, experimental results on single

shot and scrubbing measurements, as well as x-ray photo-
emission spectroscopy (XPS) results are published else-
where [31].

B. Surface characterization

Measurements with calibrated residual gas analyzers
have shown that the dominant gases desorbed by lead
ions were CO, CO2, and H2 [30,31]. Similar results have
been obtained with 1:4 MeV=u Xe ions at GSI [48]. It was
concluded that some correlation seems to exist between the
level of surface contamination and the initial pressure rise.
Therefore, XPS and ERDA (Elastic Recoil Detection
Analysis) measurements were performed with samples
cut out from tested LINAC 3 vacuum chambers. The
results are shown in Fig. 3. A clear correlation was found
between the surface oxygen and carbon content and the
measured pressure rises �P, which is proportional to the
ion-induced desorption yield �. This confirmed the expec-
tation that surface properties of vacuum chambers or other
aperture limiting devices play an important role for the
pressure rises observed in particle accelerators.
To obtain a better understanding of the physical pro-

cesses behind the heavy-ion beam-loss induced desorption,
yield measurements have been combined with the in situ

FIG. 2. (Color) Summary of pressure rise measurements for 21 different surfaces (15 different vacuum chambers) continuously
bombarded with�1:5� 109 Pb53þ ions under � ¼ 89:2� grazing incidence. The pressure increase �P is measured at the beginning of
each scrubbing run. The plot summarizes LINAC 3 results obtained between November 2000 and October 2002 [30,31], new results
obtained for bulk Al and Cu vacuum chambers, a Mo liner and evaporated Si on stainless steel are added.
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analysis technique ERDA [49]. It was found that the de-
sorption behavior of samples can be correlated to their
surface and bulk properties. A detailed description of the
experimental setup used at GSI, the projectiles/targets, and
the results can be found elsewhere [45].

C. Impact angle and charge state dependence

The secondary electron yield (SEY) of stainless steel
surfaces and their dependence on the angle of incidence
was researched for 28-MeV protons, 126-MeV oxygen
ions, and 182-MeV gold ions at BNL [50]. A near
1= cosð�Þ behavior was found between 0� and 89�. For a
1 MeV=u gold beam large grazing incidence yields of up
to � 33 000 electrons per ion were measured. These data
suggested in some way a similar dependence of the heavy-
ion-induced desorption yield.

With heavy ions, the projectile impact angle dependence
on the desorption yields was measured under UHV con-
ditions for Pb27þ and Pb53þ ions (4:2 MeV=u) impacting
under various angles [� ¼ 0� (perpendicular), 84.8�,
89.2�] onto vacuum chambers at LINAC 3 [30].
Measurements with 158 GeV=u In49þ ions bombarding
collimator-type samples (� ¼ 88:3�) were done at the
SPS [32]. Low-energy (0:025 MeV=u) Kþ ions were
used to study the angle dependence (� ¼ 80–88�) using

a stainless steel plate of the so-called GESD (gas-electron
source diagnostic) placed in a high-vacuum chamber [41].
It was found that the grazing impact of lead ions desorbed
more molecules than less grazing or even perpendicular
impact. The desorption yield difference, measured between
84.8� and 89.2�, was less significant than one would have
expected according to a 1= cosð�Þ scaling found for the
SEY of ions. A similar behavior was measured with Kþ
ions [37,41]. In both experiments the yields varied only
little with the ion-impact angle. One has to keep in mind
that such experiments are quite difficult to perform, espe-
cially for very small accelerator-relevant impact angles
(� > 89:5�) due to the necessary length of either test
vacuum chambers or samples, due to alignment errors of
the targets, and due to the surface roughness which be-
comes relevant for small impact angles. In that regime the
surface morphology cannot be neglected anymore because
impacting projectiles, especially heavy ions, can traverse
several surface peaks and release gas molecules before
they penetrate into the bulk of the target. This has been
explicitly demonstrated with simulation studies and RHIC
beam pipe roughness measurements [25].
Anyhow, from the described experiments one has taken

the conclusion that lost beam ions should bombard special
low-outgassing absorbers preferentially under perpendicu-
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lar impact [13], a concept that has been first applied for the
ion-loss collimation system [51] in the LEIR vacuum
system [14].

The desorption yields of heavy ions with a fixed energy
but a different charge state has been investigated at LINAC
3 [30]. Several vacuum chambers were bombarded with
4:2 MeV=u Pb27þ and Pb53þ ions, either under perpen-
dicular or grazing angle impact. The largest yield differ-
ence, about a factor of 10, was found for a vacuum fired
(950�C, 2 h) and in situ baked (300�C, 24 h) bare stainless
steel vacuum chamber which was bombarded with Pb27þ
and Pb53þ under perpendicular impact. The Pb53þ ions
desorbed more molecules than the lower charge state
lead ions of the same energy. It was concluded [30] that
this effect is probably linked to the dependence of sputter-
ing on the stopping power, which scales with the charge
state. At HLI, no yield variation was measured for
1:4 MeV=u Xeþ19���þ21 ions [45]. This result is not surpris-
ing since the charge state difference was very small in
comparison to the lead-ion experiments at CERN. More
systematic measurements to understand the mechanism of
the heavy-ion charge state dependence of the desorption
yields have not been done so far in the MeV=u to GeV=u
energy range.

D. Energy scaling

A better knowledge about the energy dependence of the
ion desorption is important not only for the operation of
existing heavy-ion machines, but also for the plans for new
accelerator projects.

At the GSI-HHT cave of SIS 18, first high-energy mea-
surements with different ion energies (15–1000 MeV=u)
were performed in September 2004 [35]. Several stainless
steel, aluminum, and copper samples were bombarded
with U73þ ions under perpendicular impact (� ¼ 0�). It
was found that the desorption yields ( � 102–
103 molecules=U73þ ion) decreased for all target materials
with increasing projectile energy up to 100 MeV=u [52].
The measured pressure rises (�p) were small in compari-
son to the limit pressure of the baked vacuum system
without ion bombardment. At higher energies of
408 MeV=u and 1 GeV=u no more pressure rise could be
measured. An upper limit for the effective desorption
yields for these energies was given for all target materials
to be less than 200 molecules per incident U73þ ion.

A second experiment was performed in HHT in August
2005 to confirm the observed energy dependence of the
desorption yields [36]. That time 40–100 MeV=u Ar10þ
ions bombarding a ConflatTM stainless steel flange under
perpendicular impact were used for energy dependent
desorption studies. The 2005 desorption experiment
with Ar10þ confirmed the energy scaling of the yields
previously measured with U73þ; yields of � 4–
47 molecules=Ar10þ ion were measured.

At LBNL and LLNL experiments were performed with
Kþ ions with energies between 70 and 1000 keV impacting

under grazing incidence (� ¼ 84:0�–85:5�) onto stainless
steel. The measured yields of � 103–104 molecules=Kþ
were found to increase with ion energy.
The energy scaling was also measured recently at TSL

using Ar8þ, Ar9þ, and Ar12þ ions with energies of 5, 9.7,
and 17:7 MeV=u [47]. The measured stainless steel yields
ranged from 267 to 98 molecules=Ar ion decreasing with
increasing projectile energy following the same energy
dependence as previously measured with higher-energy
Ar ions at GSI. A paper combining the GSI and TSL results
about the energy scaling of the ion-induced desorption
yield for perpendicular collisions of Ar and U with stain-
less steel in the energy range of 5 and 100 MeV=u is in
preparation [53].
A summary of the GSI and LBNL results is displayed in

Fig. 4. It is clearly visible that the measured desorption
yields decrease for increasing U and Ar projectile energies,
following roughly a ðdEe=dxÞ2 scaling of �. The same
behavior is observed for the low-energyKþ ions, the yields
also scale with the electronic energy loss ðdEe=dxÞn with
n ¼ 2. One has to pay attention with the determination and
interpretation of the n value since the number of experi-
mental data points is very limited and the shape of the
ðdEe=dxÞn curve for the U data does not significantly
change if the power n is varied between 2 and 3.
The scaling of the heavy-ion-induced desorption yields

with the electronic energy loss with a power of n � 2
indicates a microscopic thermally moderated desorption
process as introduced many years ago by the Thermal
Spike Model [54]. This one-dimensional model has been
recently extended to calculate and predict ion-induced
desorption yields for different projectile-target systems
[45,55]. A summary of the experimental ERDA studies re-
searched at GSI and their findings about the mechanism(s)
of heavy-ion-induced molecular desorption is beyond the
scope of this article but can be found elsewhere [42,45,56].

E. Summary of measured desorption yields

An overview of available data (August 2008) for heavy-
ion-induced desorption yields, measured as a function of
the ion energy and comprising different types of ions,
charge states, target types, materials, and different impact
angles, is shown in Fig. 5. Effective molecular desorption
yields derived from dedicated beam line experiments
(HCX: Kþ, LINAC 3: Pb53þ, HLI: Pb27þ, Zn10þ,
Xe18þ...21þ, TSL: Ar8þ...12þ, HHT: Ar10þ, U73þ, SPS:
In49þ) are compared with results obtained from machine
experiments (AGS: Au31þ, SIS 18: U28þ, RHIC: U73þ,
Cu29þ).
It is important to note that one has to carefully distin-

guish between the low-energy (MeV=u) and the high-
energy results because the loss mechanisms are not the
same. For machines like AGS Booster, LEIR, and SIS 18
charge-exchange processes lead to ion beam-loss induced
desorption with grazing impact angles in the mrad range.

EDGAR MAHNER Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 11, 104801 (2008)
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The loss regions can be rather precisely known and miti-
gation techniques implemented. The situation is different
with fully stripped heavy-ion beams in RHIC and the SPS
where losses are dominated by nonlinear dynamics and
nuclear scattering, which can yield much smaller impact
angles in the �rad range.

The large spread in ion-desorption yields, measured for
fixed energy Pb53þ ions with grazing angle impact, is quite
remarkable (Fig. 5). The yield variation is about 3 orders of
magnitude due to different surface preparation techniques
and coatings on stainless steel. As mentioned earlier, and
as can also be seen in Fig. 5, perpendicular ion-loss de-

FIG. 4. Left: Desorption yields (points) versus ion energy measured for high-energy U73þ and Ar10þ ions impacting perpendicularly
onto 316LN stainless steel targets. For comparison, the calculated and scaled electronic energy losses ðdE=dxÞ2 are shown for both
projectile-target systems (lines) [36,46]. Right: Desorption yields (points) versus electronic energy loss (dashed lines) measured for
low-energy Kþ and high-energy U73þ ions; square points: data for Kþ ions with energies between 70 and 1000 keV impacting under
grazing angle (� ¼ 84:0�–85:5�) onto stainless steel; diamond points: SIS 18 data for U73þ ions with energies 15, 40, and 100 MeV=u
impacting perpendicularly (� ¼ 0�) onto stainless steel. The dashed curves indicate the power law (n ¼ 2) for the electronic
component of dE=dx [37].
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FIG. 5. (Color) Overview of heavy-ion-induced desorption data (status August 2008) classified in experiments with either grazing or
perpendicular ion-impact angles. The measurements were made at BNL [5,22,23], CERN [29–31], GSI [7,33,36,45,46,53], LBNL
[37], and Uppsala [47,53].
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sorption rates are lower than for grazing incidence angles.
These results are used for ion collimator designs.

A new and important aspect for a more fundamental
understanding of the desorption yields, but also for prac-
tical accelerator applications, is the energy dependence of
the desorption which scale as � ¼ kðdEe=dxÞn with n � 2
and a scaling factor k. The decrease of Ar and U ion yields
with increasing projectile energy, measured for perpen-
dicular impact, is also visible in Fig. 5. The influence of
the electronic energy loss on � has important consequen-
ces for synchrotrons: the ion-induced desorption is at its
maximum for projectile energies close to the correspond-
ing energy of the Bragg peak with the prospect that pres-
sure rises should decrease during a machine acceleration
cycle to higher energies. Ion injection energies into syn-
chrotrons should be, if possible, high enough and accel-
eration cycles as short as possible in order to avoid ion-
induced pressure rise problems. Ion injection losses are of
course also a major concern and should be kept as low as
feasible in order to increase achievable intensities.

F. Mitigation techniques

The avalanchelike lead-ion-induced molecular desorp-
tion observed at LEAR was systematically studied at
LINAC 3 to design and build the LEIR vacuum system,
which required an average dynamic pressure (in presence
of a circulating lead-ion beam) in the low 10�12 Torr range
[13]. Some methods to reduce the large pressure rises were
first found at LINAC 3 and consequently implemented in
LEIR [14]. To obtain very clean surfaces after in situ
bakeout and low dynamic gas loads under lead-ion bom-
bardment, the LEIR stainless steel vacuum system was
NEG coated with TiZrV films wherever possible. This first
mitigation technique provides a high pumping speed for
LEIR.

The second mitigation is based on the concept to inter-
cept lost lead ions onto special collimators. Cross section
calculations had shown that electron capture of the circu-
lating Pb54þ beam would be the dominant loss mechanism
producing charge-exchanged Pb53þ ions [13]. In order to
prevent these ions to impact under grazing angle onto the
vacuum chamber walls, it was proposed to install special
absorbers (low outgassing under heavy-ion impact) and
lost ions should bombard these collimators under perpen-
dicular impact to minimize the desorption yields
[13,30,51].

In total eight LEIR collimators, four movable and four
fixed, were installed in 2004/5. They consist of stainless
steel platelets (316LN) coated with a 30 �m thick gold
film onto a 1 �m thin diffusion barrier. The gold thickness
was chosen to exceed the penetration depth of 4:2 MeV=u
lead ions at normal incidence, which is about 20 �m. The
noble metal coating was chosen according to pressure rise
and XPS studies at CERN where a correlation between the

measured desorption yields and the surface contaminations
with C and O was found [57]. A picture of a LEIR colli-
mator, installed at the end of a bending magnet, is shown in
Fig. 6.
During machine commissioning in 2006, no evidence

was found that the accumulated Pb54þ ion intensity in
LEIR was limited by a dynamic vacuum degradation.
Beam lifetimes up to 14 s, including losses due to recom-
bination in the electron cooler and interactions with the
residual gas, were measured and almost twice the intensity
needed for nominal LHC operation could be accumulated
using long accumulation plateaus [58]. Therefore, one can
conclude that the applied mitigation techniques of NEG
coating and perpendicular ion loss onto gold-coated, oxide
layer free collimators are successful and that beam-loss
induced desorption is not an operational issue for LEIR
since the 2006 run.
At GSI a so-called ion-catcher system was chosen to

stabilize the dynamic pressure rises in SIS 18. Two proto-
types were recently installed in two sections of the syn-
chrotron and successfully tested during machine studies
with U28þ beam [59]. A schematic collimator drawing is
displayed in Fig. 6.
The prototype catcher consists of one wedge-shaped and

one block-shaped copper absorber, both coated with a few
100 nm thin gold layer onto an underlying nickel layer,
which acts as a diffusion barrier during the UHV bakeout
[60]. The catcher absorbers can be moved transversally;
they are enclosed in a secondary vacuum chamber which is
coated (as the main chamber) with TiZrV. Ions are lost
under perpendicular impact onto the block collimator and
under grazing angle onto the wedge collimator. The re-
ported desorption rates of �block � 55 molecules=ion and
�wedge � 278 molecules=ion [59] confirmed the prefer-

ence for perpendicular beam loss in SIS 18. The basic
concept is therefore very similar to the LEIR case. The
prototype ion-catcher design has been simplified: it now
contains only one in situ bakable gold-coated copper-block
absorber, an instrumentation feedthrough for diagnostics
and no movable mechanics inside the vacuum [61].
It should be noted that the design of the core part of the

GSI ion catcher, the low-outgassing gold-coated copper
block, is a result of research and development studies with
the ion beam analysis technique UHV-ERDA [42,45,56]. It
was shown that the heavy-ion-induced desorption is a
surface effect where the projectile releases adsorbed gas
from the target with only a minor contribution of sputtered
C and O. In addition, the process is target sensitive which
is also characterized by the observed ðdEe=dxÞ2 scaling
[35–37,52]. A direct consequence of these ERDA results
was the choice of the collimator materials, specifically
important for SIS 18 but also of more general interest for
heavy-ion machines: it should be a conductive material
with a clean metallic surface. In that respect the LEIR
choice of a thick gold layer deposited onto a stainless steel
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substrate was a similar or equivalent approach to the
present GSI design of a thin gold layer on copper [62].

Apart from the new collimator system, other mitigation
techniques have been started for the improvement of SIS
18, this includes an important UHV system upgrade [63]
with new NEG-coated dipole and quadrupole vacuum
chambers but also the exchange of the injection system
[64] which has been redesigned and rebuilt [65].

Apparently, a combination of reduced injection losses,
an increased ramp rate for fast ion acceleration, a very
large distributed pumping speed together with an efficient
ion-catcher system is required to increase the number of
extracted SIS 18 particles from presently 6:5� 109 U28þ
ions [66] to the desired value of � 1012þ for FAIR.

At BNL, it was proposed to test so-called antigrazing
rings to mitigate grazing angle projectile collisions in
RHIC [25]. The basic idea is that all particles should be
lost with near-perpendicular impact on these absorbers, a
special surface coating was not reported. A set of bare
stainless steel rings was installed in a warm section of the
machine and tested with protons in 2005 [67]. One found
that the rings were effective in raising the electron cloud
threshold and in reducing the dynamic pressure rise.
Further improvements were expected for gold beams due
to their larger secondary electron and desorption yields but
not experimentally tested. It was decided not to install
more antigrazing rings in the machine and to avoid the
potential risk to increase detector background signals in the
experiments, but to rely mostly on the RHIC vacuum
system upgrade with NEG-coated beam pipes [68].

Finally, the method of beam cleaning or scrubbing is
another mitigation technique. Here one uses the fact that a
continuous heavy-ion bombardment of the vacuum cham-
ber walls, or any other machine device, yields to a reduc-
tion of the pressure rise with time. The feasibility has
been demonstrated, for example in LINAC 3 and at HLI.
Typical scrubbing measurements are displayed in Fig. 7.
The initial pressure rise of �p ¼ 10�7 Torr, measured for
4:2 MeV=u lead ions bombarding a vacuum fired (950�C,
2 h) 316LN stainless steel accelerator-type vacuum cham-
ber under grazing angle, was reduced by about 2 orders of
magnitude after 60 hours of beam scrubbing which corre-
sponded to a dose of about 7� 1012 ions=cm2. It is also
interesting to note that the 304L stainless steel target,
which was not vacuum fired, provided the lowest initial
pressure rise (see Fig. 7) and the ERDA analysis showed
the lowest surface contamination with oxygen and carbon
(see Fig. 3). The scrubbing time depends of course on the
provided projectile flux and the minimum pressure rise to
be achieved, the higher the ion dose the shorter the neces-
sary bombardment time.
Apart from the pressure rise reduction with ion dose, the

composition of the desorbed gas can change during the
scrubbing period. It was found that CO and CO2 were often
the dominant desorbed gas at the beginning of the scrub-
bing run while H2 was dominating at the end of the
continuous ion bombardment. In general, the changed
gas composition from heavier to lighter molecules is
beneficial for the beam lifetime in any heavy-ion
accelerator.

FIG. 6. (Color) Left: Photograph of a 30 �m gold-coated 316LN stainless steel collimator to collect lost 4:2 MeV=u Pb53þ ions. The
collimator is screwed on the back face onto a stainless steel support which is spot welded at the end of each LEIR bending magnet
vacuum chamber [14]. Right: Horizontal cut through the installed SIS 18 ion-catcher prototype. Yellow: beam; red: secondary
chamber; brown: beam absorbers [59].
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES

During the past decade, intense experimental studies on
the heavy-ion-induced molecular desorption were per-
formed in several particle accelerator laboratories world-
wide. A lot of progress has been made in the physics
understanding of the ion-desorption process and several
mitigation techniques were developed and implemented in
some synchrotrons. For ambient temperature targets only a
few but important questions remain to be answered. Future
studies should probably focus on at least two aspects. First,
more particle accelerator relevant experiments are needed
to investigate the heavy-ion-induced molecular desorption
of NEG coatings, which are by now used in several ma-
chines. It is proposed to further research the ion-desorption
behavior of TiZrV films and to compare fully activated
with saturated getter films. First experiments have
already been done at CERN and in Uppsala. A second
domain is the ion-induced desorption of cryogenic sur-
faces. With the exception of one cold-bore experiment at
CERN [69], cold surfaces are nearly unstudied using high-
energy ions. Cryogenic experiments are motivated by the
near-future heavy-ion operation of the LHC and later at
FAIR.
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